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Process and service management

ps

This is the most basic command for getting information about running services.

# ps -ef | grep <keyword>

jobs

Jobs are processes that are confined to specific bash instances, or terminals.

jobs is a command that tells you which jobs are running in a terminal.

kill

If a process becomes problematic, it may become necessary to kill that process and start a 
new instance. This is far more preferred to having the system lock up or having to reboot (as 
is the case with certain operating systems).

To kill a process: kill -9 <pid>

To kill a job: kill %<job number>

fg

This command will bring a command that is running in the background to the foreground.

fg %<job number>

bg

Processes that run in the background allow the terminal that they are running in to be 
used for other things while the background process is running. Processes can be run in the 
background by adding an ampersand (&) after the command. In order to change a job from 
the foreground to the background you must first interrupt the job and with the key combo 
Control+z.

time

The time command is a good way to find out how long it takes for a specified command, or 
instance of a process, to run. This command tells you the total time for the process to run, the 
time it took to run in the kernel space and the time it took in the user space. This can be very 
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useful information when you are doing performance tuning on a system to benchmark your 
success.

pstree

This command shows the relationship of running processes to each other. For example, the 
visual output will tell you what a parent of child process of other processes exist.

top

The top command will show you how much of the various resources are being exhausted on 
specific processes. The top command output is very similar to the System Monitor graphical 
tool. It can also be sorted to show the order of the most resource-intense processes. The 
columns can be selected

Service Management
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Installing software in most cases is not very useful unless you know how to manage the 
software that was just installed. This does not apply, of course, to packages that only contain 
documentation, like kernel-doc. This section discusses how start and stop services, determine 
which services are running and listening on specific ports and how to ensure that services 
start (or not) when the system boots.

service

The service command’s function varies between services. All services will at least allow you to 
start and stop with the service command. The service command service network restart could 
also be expressed as /etc/init.d/network restart. They do the exact same thing.

The useful element of teaching the service command is that it can be used on Enterprise 
Linux, SUSE and Ubuntu based distributions.

chkconfig

Pronounced as “check config,” this command will persistently set whether a service starts 
or not in the different run levels. Under the hood, chkconfig changes a symbolic link in the 
runlevel specific directories which signifies  to start or kill the service as the operating system 
enters that run level. This command can be run generically to apply to many runlevels at once, 
or for one specific runlevel.

# chkconfig postfix on

The above command applies to all of the runlevels specified in the actual “init script” for that 
service.

# chkconfig --level 3 postfix off

The previous command would only turn postfix off as the system enters into runlevel 3.

setup

Not all utilities are Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Sometimes the utilities are able to be run 
in a text only environment. The setup command is an example of that. setup gives access to 
several other utilities. One of the options is “System services.” This does the same thing as the 
chkconfig command, but only for the runlevel that you are in and only on Enterprise Linux.
ntsysv

This takes you directly into the “System services” utility mentioned above. This command 
works only on Enterprise Linux.
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netstat

The netstat command can tell you many things. One of them is which services are listening on 
which ports.

netstat -plunt is a common command for finding which ports are being used.

netstat -plunt | grep -i listen will show only the services that are listening on specific 
ports. This is useful information for protecting network ports through a firewall. With this 
information you will know which ports need rules to protect them. In other words, which 
ports are exposed to the outside.

!!! TIP !!!
Sometimes it’s useful to take the options of a command and try to formulate a word out of 
it, afterall, in most cases the order of the options aren’t important. So plunt isn’t a word it’s 
a combination of the options we use.

/etc/services

This file gives a generic listing of ports used by different services.

# rpcinfo -p

Like netstat, this command tells you which ports are being accessed, but specifically for 
remote procedure call (rpc) services like nfs.

autofs

The autofs framework is used to make directories available (mount) on an as-needed basis 
which saves bandwidth and memory space. When the mounts are not used for some time - the 
default is 5 minutes - then it is unmounted.

autofs is create for provisioning home directories via NFS or SAMBA to users who 
authenticate via LDAP whose directories reside on shared storage.

Given the scenario below, we will use autofs to provision directories which our users need.

All our users make use of an NFS share /data/public on a server ares.enterpriselinux.pro. 
Provisioning the share via /etc/fstab could result in errors when the computer boots up as 
the user may not be on the same network as ares.enterpriselinux.pro. Only when the users 
attempt to access ~/public should the autofs service on their local computer attempt to 
mount the remote share.
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Installation

Should autofs not be installed use YUM to install it from the standard Enterprise Linux 
repository:

# yum install -y autofs

Now activate it to start persistently:

# chkconfig autofs on

Configuration

autofs uses a control file called /etc/auto.master which typically defines the use of 2 columns:

Parent directory (absolute path) Control file

The parent directory defines where you would go to access the child (the child itself is defined 
in the control file). The control file contains the definitions on what is to be mounted and 
from where.

Example:

~ /etc/auto.public

When something (a child) is accessed below the parent ~, the /etc/auto.public file defines 
what is to be mounted.

The configuration isn’t complete at this stage - we still need to create /etc/auto.public

The control file typically uses 3 columns for its definition:

Child (relative to the parent 
director)

Options Source

The child specifies where your mount is accessible from, the options specify how the mount is 
made available and the source is what you’re mounting.

Example:
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public -ro ares.enterpriselinux.pro:/data/public

Once these configurations have been made, simple restart or reload the autofs service and 
change directory to ~/public. The mount | grep public command should indicate that your 
autofs mount was successful.

autofs supports the use of wildcards too and this is particularly useful when having to mount 
user home directories so let’s have a look at an example in context.

Enterprise Linux Professionals employs 78 administration and call center staff who typically 
use a thin client instead of a traditional computer. They authenticate to a centralized 
authentication server (like LDAP) and their home directories are provided by an NFS server 
ares.enterpriselinux.pro at the share /export/rhome/$USERNAME

Our configuration:

First we need to determine where the home directory for a LDAP user is expected:

# getent passwd fred

fred:*:50000:50000:Fred Flintstone:/home/fred:/bin/bash

As you can see, fred’s home directory is expected at /home/fred but the actual directory is /
export/rhome/fred on a server called ares.enterpriselinux.pro

In /etc/auto.master:

/home /etc/auto.home

This entry specifies that when a child is accessed below the parent /home, the control file /
etc/auto.home is called to determine what is mounted and where.

In /etc/auto.home

* -rw ares.enterpriselinux.pro:/export/rhome/&

We can’t refer to the child by its actual name (fred) because if we had to do so we’d need 77 
other similar entries for all our current users. This also doesn’t cater for users who are added 
in future. Instead, in column 1, we use a wildcard which represents a directory below the 
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parent /home.

We then do a read/write mount of ares.enterpriselinux.pro which has a share called /export/
rhome/&

The & in column 3 represents whatever was asked for in column 2. So because we asked for 
the directory fred (which is expected to be below /home) we will do a read/write mount of 
ares.enterpriselinux.pro’s share called /export/rhome/fred

The use of wildcards here extended functionality because we don’t need multiple entries for 
each user and it’s scalable when we add additional future users.

Lab Activity

Open a terminal and execute the following command: sleep 30

Now attempt to run ls -l and then try to execute cat /etc/*release

Did the commands ls -l and cat /etc/*release execute immediately?

Answer

Now repeat the steps above but this time add an & after the sleep command. Did the 
commands ls -l and cat /etc/*release execute immediately?

Answer

What is the significance of the &?

Answer

We’re getting somewhere now, so let’s try the following. run the following command:
sleep 100 and do not use an & but this time hit CTRL + z. What happened?

Answer

Is the sleep 100 command running?
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Answer

!!! TIP !!!

If you’re not sure use the the command pidof sleep

So what you can determine now is that the & detaches the command from your shell (in 
other words it’s still running). Many think that the & puts a process into the background. A 
background process is a process which is not being serviced by the CPU. In other words it has 
a PID, has been allocated memory resources but it isn’t getting CPU cycles.

Now take the process out of the background using commands which you’ve just learnt.

!!! NOTE !!!

We like using the kill command to put processes in the background and return them to 
the foreground.

To send a process to the background: kill -19 <process id>
To bring a process to the foreground: kill -18 <process id>

What is the first process that was started on your system?

Answer

Now let’s save some memory by deactivating the following services:

● Record the amount of free memory you have using the command free -m

Answer

● Stop and deactivate the following services if they are available on your system

NetworkManager

abrt-ccpp

abrt-oops
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abrtd

auditd

avahi-daemon

certmonger

cups

iscsid

mdmonitor

● Record how much memory is now available (you can reconfirm this with  a reboot)

Answer
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